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Abstract

Our research addresses the general topic of atomic update of shared data structures on large-scale shared-memory multiprocessors. In this paper we consider alternative implementations of the general-purpose single-address atomic primitives fetch_and_0, compare_and_swap, load_linked, and store_conditional. These primitives have proven popular on small-scale bus-based machines, but have yet to become widely available on large-scale, distributed shared memory machines. We propose several alternative hardware implementations of these primitives, and then analyze the performance of these implementations for various data sharing patterns. Our results indicate that good overall performance can be obtained by implementing compare_and_swap in the cache controllers, and by providing an additional instruction to load an exclusive copy of a cache line.

1 INTRODUCTION

Distributed shared memory combines the scalability of network-based architectures and the intuitive programming model of shared memory. To ensure the consistency of shared objects, processors perform synchronization operations using hardware-supported primitives. Synchronization overhead (especially for atomic update) is consequently one of the major obstacles to scalable performance on shared memory machines.
Several atomic primitives have been proposed and implemented on DSM architectures. Most of them are special-purpose primitives designed to support particular synchronization operations. Examples include test_and_set with special semantics on the Stanford DASH [9], the QOLB primitives of the Wisconsin Multicube [3] and the IEEE Scalable Coherent Interface [10], the full/empty bits of the MIT Alewife [1], and the primitives for locking and unlocking cache lines on the Kendall Square KSR1 [8].

General-purpose primitives such as fetch_and_store, compare_and_swap, and the pair load_linked/store_conditional can easily and efficiently implement a wide variety of styles of synchronization (e.g., operations on wait-free and lock-free objects, read-write locks, priority locks, etc.). These primitives are easy to implement in the snooping protocols of bus-based multiprocessors, but there are many tradeoffs to be considered when developing implementations for a DSM machine. Compare_and_swap and load_linked/store_conditional are not provided by any of the major DSM multiprocessors, and the various fetch_and_store primitives are provided by only a few.

We propose and evaluate several implementations of these general-purpose atomic primitives on directory-based cache coherent DSM multiprocessors, in an attempt to answer the question: which atomic primitives should be provided on future DSM multiprocessors and how should they be implemented?

Our analysis and experimental results suggest that the best overall performance will be achieved by compare_and_swap, with comparators in the caches, a write-invalidate coherence policy, and an auxiliary load_exclusive instruction.

In section 2 we present several implementation options for the primitives under study on DSM multiprocessors. Then we present our experimental results and discuss their implications in section 3, and conclude with recommendations and future directions in section 4.

2 IMPLEMENTATIONS

The main design issues for implementing atomic primitives on cache coherent DSM multiprocessors are:

1. Where should the computational power to execute the atomic primitives be located: in the cache controllers, in the memory modules, or both?
2. Which coherence policy should be used for atomically accessed data: no caching, write-invalidate, or write-update?
3. What auxiliary instructions, if any, can be used to enhance performance?

We consider three implementations for each of the primitives. The implementations are categorized according to the coherence policy used for atomically-accessed data (the same or a different policy could be used for other data):

1. EXC (EXclusive): Computational power located in the cache controllers, with a write-invalidate coherence policy. The main advantage of this implementation is that once the data is in the cache, subsequent atomic updates are executed locally, so long as accesses by other processors do not intervene.
2. UPD (UPDate): Computational power located at the memory, with a write-update policy. The main advantage of this implementation is a high read hit rate, even in the case of alternating accesses by different processors.

3. NOC (NO Caching): Computational power located at the memory, with caching disabled. The main advantage of this implementation is that it eliminates the coherence overhead of the other two policies, which may be a win in the case of high contention or even the case of no contention when updates by different processors alternate.

For fetch and φ and compare and swap, EXC obtains an exclusive copy of the data and performs the operation locally. NOC sends a request to the memory to perform the operation on uncached data. UPD also sends a request to the memory to perform the operation, but retains a shared copy of the data in the local cache. The memory sends updates to all the caches with copies.

In the EXC implementation of load linked/store conditional, each processing node has a reservation bit and a reservation address register, which function much as they do in implementations for bus-based machines. Store conditional fails if the reservation bit is invalid. It succeeds locally if the bit is valid and the line is cached exclusively. Otherwise, it sends a request to the home node. If the directory indicates that the line is exclusive or uncached, store conditional fails, otherwise (the line is shared) store conditional succeeds, an exclusive copy is acquired, and invalidations are sent to the holders of other copies.

In the NOC implementation of load linked/store conditional, each memory location (at least conceptually) has a reservation bit vector of size equal to the total number of processors. Load linked reads the value from memory and sets the appropriate reservation bit to valid. Any write or successful store conditional to the location invalidates the reservation vector. Store conditional checks the corresponding reservation bit and succeeds or fails accordingly. Various space optimizations are conceivable for practical implementations. In the UPD implementation, load linked requests have to go to memory even if the data is cached, in order to set the appropriate reservation bit. Similarly, store conditional requests have to go to memory to check the reservation bit.

We consider two auxiliary instructions. Load exclusive reads a datum but acquires exclusive access. It can be used with EXC instead of an ordinary atomic load when reading data that is then accessed by compare and swap. The intent is to make it more likely that compare and swap will not have to go to memory. Load exclusive is also useful for ordinary operations on migratory data. Drop copy can be used to drop (self-invalidate) a cached datum, to reduce the number of serialized messages required for subsequent accesses by other processors.

3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The experimental results were collected using an execution-driven simulator that uses MINT [13] as a front end. The back end simulates a 64-node multiprocessor with directory-based caches, 32-byte blocks, memory that queues conflicting accesses, and a 2-D worm-hole mesh network.
We used two sets of applications, real and synthetic, to achieve different goals. We studied two lock-based applications from the SPLASH suite [11]—LocusRoute and Cholesky—in order to identify typical sharing patterns of atomically accessed data. The synthetic applications—lock-free, test-and-test-and-set lock-based, and MCS lock-based access to a counter—served to explore the parameter space and to provide controlled performance measurements.

### 3.1 SHARING PATTERNS

Performance of atomic primitives is affected by two main sharing patterns, contention and average write-run length [2]. In this context, the level of contention is the number of processors that concurrently try to access an atomically accessed shared location. Average write-run length is the average number of consecutive writes (including atomic updates) by a processor to an atomically accessed shared location without intervening accesses (reads or writes) by any other processors.

Our experiments indicate that the average write run length for atomically accessed data in LocusRoute and Cholesky is very small; on 64 processors with different coherence policies it ranged from 1.59 to 1.83. Figure 1 confirms the expectation that the no-contention case is the common one, for which performance should be optimized. At the same time, it indicates that the low and moderate contention cases do arise, so that performance for them needs also to be good. High contention is rare; reasonable differences in performance among the primitives can be tolerated in this case.

### 3.2 RELATIVE PERFORMANCE OF IMPLEMENTATIONS

Figure 2 shows the performance results for the lock-free counter application. (This application uses a `fetch_and_increment` instruction or an `atomic_load/compare-and-swap` or `load_linked/store_conditional` pair to increment a counter; results for the other synthetic applications imply the same conclusions.) The bars represent the elapsed time averaged over a large number of counter updates. The graphs to the left represent the no-contention case with different numbers of consecutive
Table 1: Serialized network messages for a lock-free shared counter update without contention.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Access Type</th>
<th>faΦ</th>
<th>II/sc</th>
<th>cas</th>
<th>idx/cas</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EXC to cached exclusive</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXC to remote exclusive</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXC to uncached</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UPD to cached</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UPD to uncached</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOC</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

accesses by each processor without intervention from the other processors. The graphs to the right represent different levels of contention. The bars in each graph are categorized according to the three coherence policies used in the implementation of atomic primitives. In EXC and UPD, there are two subsets of bars. The bars to the right represent the results when using the drop_copy instruction, while those to the left are without it. In each of the two subsets in the EXC category, the two bars for compare_and_swap represent, from left to right, the results for the implementations without and with load exclusive, respectively.

3.2.1 Coherence Policy

With no contention and short write runs, NOC implementations of the three primitives perform nearly as well as their corresponding cached implementations. There are two reasons for this result. First, a write miss on an uncached line takes two serialized messages, while a write miss on a remote exclusive or remote shared line takes 4 or 3 serialized messages respectively (see Table 1). Second, NOC does not incur the overhead of invalidations and updates as EXC and UPD do. Furthermore, with contention (even very low), NOC outperforms the other policies (with the exception of EXC load exclusive/compare and swap when simulating fetch and φ), as the effect of avoiding excess serialized messages, and invalidations or updates, is more evident as ownership of data changes hands more frequently. The EXC load exclusive/compare and swap pair for simulating fetch and φ is an exception as the timing window between the read and the write in the read-modify-write cycle is narrowed substantially, thereby reducing the effect of contention by other processors. Also, in the EXC implementation, successful compare and swap’s after load exclusive’s are mostly hits, while all NOC accesses are misses.

As write-run length increases, EXC increasingly outperforms NOC and UPD, because subsequent accesses in a run length are all hits. Comparing UPD to EXC, we find that EXC is always better in the common case of no and low contention. This is due to the excessive number of useless updates incurred by UPD.

3.2.2 Atomic Primitives

NOC fetch and add yields superior performance over the other primitives and implementations, especially with contention. The exception is the case of long write-runs, which are not the common case. We conclude that NOC fetch and add
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>p</th>
<th>c</th>
<th>a</th>
<th>Average Cycles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>64</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2: Average time per counter update for the lock-free counter application (p denotes processors, c contention, and a the average number of non-intervened counter updates by each processor).
is a useful primitive to provide for supporting shared counters and other special cases. Because it is limited to only certain kinds of algorithms, however, we recommend it only in addition to a universal primitive [6] (compare_and_swap or load_linked/store_conditional).

EXC compare_and_swap almost always benefits from load-exclusive, because compare_and_swap's are hits in the case of no contention and load-exclusive helps minimize the failure rate of compare_and_swap as contention increases. EXC load_linked cannot be designed to acquire an exclusive copy of data; otherwise livelock is likely to occur. UPD compare_and_swap is always better than UPD load_linked/store_conditional, as most of the time compare_and_swap is preceded by an ordinary read, which is most likely to be a hit with UPD. Load_linked requests have to go to memory even if the data is cached locally, as the reservation has to be set in a unique place that has the most up-to-date version of data—in memory in the case of UPD.

3.2.3 Auxiliary Instructions

Load-exclusive enhances the performance of EXC compare_and_swap in the common case of no contention. With an EXC policy and an average write-run length of one with no contention, drop_copy improves the performance of fetch_and_φ and load-exclusive/compare_and_swap, because it allows the atomic primitive to obtain the needed exclusive copy of the data with only 2 serialized messages (requesting node to home and back) instead of 4 (requesting node to home to current owner to home and back to requesting node).

4 CONCLUSIONS

Based on the experimental results and the relative power of atomic primitives [6], we recommend implementing compare_and_swap in the cache controllers of future DSM multiprocessors, with a write-invalidate coherence policy. We also recommend supporting load-exclusive to enhance the performance of compare_and_swap, in addition to its benefits in efficient data migration. Finally, we recommend supporting drop_copy to allow programmers to enhance the performance of compare_and_swap/load-exclusive in the common case of no or low contention with short write runs. Although we do not recommend it as the sole atomic primitive, we find fetch_and_add to be useful with lock-free counters (and with many other objects [4]). We recommend implementing it in uncached memory as an extra atomic primitive.

Our plans for future research include extending this study to cover multiple-address atomic primitives such as transactional memory [5] and the Oklahoma update [12], and other alternatives for atomic update of multiple-address objects such as Herlihy’s lock-free methodology [7], function shipping (active messages [14]), and special-purpose concurrent lock-based and lock-free implementations.
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